[Use of plasmic irradiator in complex treatment of odontogenic purulent-inflammatory diseases of maxillo-facial region].
The aim of the work was the study of the possibilities of use of plasmatic stream as a therapeutic mean. The work had both experimental and clinical nature. By means of experiments carried out on the rabbits the influence of plasmatic stream on microorganisms, as well as its influence on the processes of reparative regeneration has been studied. It was shown that the plasmic radiation has a strong bactericidal effect, it causes stimulation of reparative regeneration in the soft tissues of the organism. Plasmic therapy speeds up the process of metabolism in the organism, improves microcirculation and stimulates immune responses. Plasma irradiation quickly removes edemas end pain, speeds up healing of infected or aseptic wounds. Use of plasmatic stream in a complex treatment of different diseases considerably speeds up the time of treatment and is very cost-effective.